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Question: What is the karmic relationship between the United States and The Great
White Brotherhood as indicated in Blavatsky, Cayce, Manley P. Hall, and Dion Fortune?
Answer: Now that terms as used, “Great White Brotherhood,” we find as descriptive rather than
generic term. Or that is, that you would be aware that in the founding of a people of a nation of
any group for a purpose, there would be as there is the gathering of those great ones on your
plane of the living. So as well, there are those who have been the interested, the guides, the
teachers, the Masters given such purposes. So will instructions come to those setting up such
government or group when there is the seeking, the dedication.
Now there were among those leaders in the founding times of this nation who were
members of a society on this plane, or on your earth plane, who had studied and
prepared the selves and were given to contact with the higher forces.
Now there was the understanding of the principals for setting the right vibrations or
attuning self with the highest.
Now see in that manner, that which you would attempt to accomplish in this plane in this
time, and in your ignorance often have you attempted to begin this or that work on a
certain day with a certain vibration and certain purpose. And as you are dedicated to His
cause, so there occurred a phenomenon in which that which you were unaware of was
set in motion from these planes. Or that is, in the founding of this Fellowship, was it
accidental as far as your ignorant minds are concerned that it was founded on a Day
One or with that initial vibration. Yet it was no accident for guided from these planes - or
that Fellowship that is greater than your Fellowship, so there was interest here that
protected you in your ignorance.
So even in the time of the founding of this nation, there were those who having studied
those laws governing astrology and numerology and insignia or the talisman or those
symbols and the alchemy, so were these brought together in the meetings for the
purpose of founding a nation under those vibrations that would be guided by the best,
the highest in these fields, or in these understandings.
Now understand then, that as there passed that down through the history of this earth,
this planet, from those times that there were the Great Ones who entered in shortly after
that influx of souls or that which is expressed in Scripture as the Sons of God. Came in
this place appearing as they were, clothed in gold and brass, and the faces the feet
shining with those vibrations of other spheres. So did they leave in the hands of these
not yet able or ready to understand or use properly their vibrations. So did they leave
instructions, symbols and so these were couched in legends or folk lore or mythology
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that they be passed down from one to another. So that the few who incarnated aware of
the higher planes or inner planes or those who so developed as to be able to
understand and interpret, to bring forth these messages, so these extracted from the
mythologies of folklore that which was passed down, the teaching concerning the
setting aright of vibrations.
Now so these were used in the founding of nations and in the guidance, the direction of
nations, and in the setting up of this or that organization or business or church. … Now
as these were used aright by some, they were used incorrectly by others, building
karma or building those vibrations that should be corrected.
Then in the time of the founding of this nation, was there a great gathering in that land
you would now know as Europe or Northern or Central Europe. So these came and
putting together the knowledge, the understanding of that which has been misused in
the vibrations of nations, so there was an agreement then that in the founding of this
nation, there should be given from these Brotherhoods all that could be given in
understanding in setting aright the vibrations here. So that that which has been in each
nation, in the founding thereof, could be corrected in a nation which would be a melting
pot of the world….
Understand then that reason for the division between the north and the south or Cain
and Abel. And understand that until Cain begins to love Abel, or that despised one
begins to love him who has been loved and who has been the more fortunate, so there
would continue to be strife in this place.
Now it was then a Brotherhood of Brotherhoods, or that is the many societies or
occultists, those of high ideals who led their support or understanding and knowledge
and particularly those in the formation of that Great Seal and in the Constitution. Or
Benjamin Franklin or Thomas Jefferson, both high adepts, initiates in those
understandings of high occult wisdom. So they are responsible for setting in motion
those vibrations that destined this nation to be a vehicle for the Second Coming, or to
set aright the vibrations of the world so that the Second Coming might occur.
Now understand in these ways. That Great White Brotherhood is not a single unit or a
cult. Nor is it an organization as you understand organizations on your plane or within
that frame of reference gathering together a group here or there. But that Great White
Brotherhood might be better understood this way.
As you give of the heart in love, and as you seek to serve here or there, so you would
receive thought forms. And as you see yourself or another as a perfected vehicle or
vessel of Christ, so will that thought form or that person created in the thought of such
perfection, such idealism, rise above you and join in a group, as it were, or a collection
of such thoughts. Then would such thoughts form a force-field. So would those whose
intentions and purposes be directed towards this thought field, this force field, so would
he be able to tap this energy and direct it toward its purposes or obtain the
understanding there from.
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Now see the importance of this, for one need not be a high initiate, an occult adept, to
tap that force field of wisdom, of understanding, even of energy and force from that
Great White Brotherhood. Yet he only need attune himself from that purpose so that he
would become then a channel for the emptying out, of the understanding, the power, the
energy for the creation, for the channeling of such purpose.
So even in this nation, as there beset above you or at your head one whose principles
or character or personality, his background may not be in keeping with those ideals. Yet
in that moment that he would humble or prostrate himself and cry out for help from
these forces, and his intentions are for the lifting of this nation and for the guidance in
perfect direction, so he would ask forgiveness and open the self to leadership, to
direction and to energy, forces - creative forces. So will all that power and energy, so
will the combination, the combined efforts of all those on inner planes, those great
Masters, those occult adepts, all those of the White Brotherhood would stand with his
shoulders at the wheel and turn and change that wheel of destiny.
Now so all these vibrations were set correctly at the birth of this nation that it might
become that great vehicle. Yet in this day, you stand weighed in the balance, and as yet
are found wanting. But be those channels through which His energy might be poured,
for He stands at the head of this gathering, and those of the White Brotherhood are His
brothers.
So if you would be joint heirs with the Christ, then join in this Brotherhood for the
purposes not only of righting your heart with the King and worshipping often and feeling
His vibrations within, but feel as well your responsibility for the guidance of this nation.
For it is only in the service of this nation toward God will that vehicle be perfected, that
vessel through which He might come, that people to whom He might come and lead
them toward victory.
Then separate not politics from God, but inject His power, His principal, His
understanding into your prayers not only for this nation, but for those given responsibility
for representing her and her portion.
Then there is great karmic destiny as you have asked with the White Brotherhood. And
this nation would represent the supreme effort of these to create perfection on this
plane. And as this nation succeeds, so shall these adepts pass their tests, for it is of
their creation. And so shall they be judged by that manner in which they set these
vibrations in motion and continue her destiny.
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